
 

 
(Translation) 

 
Motion on 

“The incident of a Hong Kong tour group being taken  
hostage in the Philippines” 

moved by Hon Miriam LAU Kin-yee  
at the special meeting of the Legislative Council 

on Thursday, 2 September 2010 
 

Wording of the Motion 
 
That this Council is deeply shocked and saddened that the taking of a Hong Kong tour 
group as hostages by a gunman on 23 August this year during its visit to the 
Philippines has ended up in a tragedy with heavy casualties, and wishes to express its 
profound condolences to the Hong Kong people who died and extend its deepest 
sympathy to those who were injured and to the family members of the deceased and 
injured; this Council expresses its strong dissatisfaction at the serious failures that had 
obviously occurred in the Philippine Government’s operation to rescue the hostages 
which resulted in innocent Hong Kong people being killed, and urges the SAR 
Government to: 
 
(a) solemnly demand the Philippine Government to expeditiously conduct an 

investigation into the incident; proactively strive to directly take part in the 
investigation work concerned to find out the truth about the incident and make 
public the investigation report so as to give a clear account to the deceased 
and injured and their family members; and demand the Philippine 
Government to offer a public apology and compensation to the deceased and 
injured and their family members; 

 
(b) expeditiously take measures and actions to render full assistance to the injured 

and survivors as well as the family members of the deceased and injured; 
 
(c) formulate a contingency mechanism to deal with similar incidents in the 

future and clearly define the negotiation channels for the SAR Government 
and its role in incidents involving Hong Kong people in distress overseas; and 

 
(d) discuss with the tourism sector the relevant follow-up work. 
 
 

 


